
GENTLEMAN 34





About Tenderline

100% Dutch made

Schotman Maritime designs and builds aluminium boats under the name of 

Tenderline. The key characteristics of the Tenderline series are quality, design and 

carefree boating. Sleek lines and the use of maintenance-free materials guarantee 

Tenderline owners safe and comfortable boating. Tenderline aluminium boats are 

constructed at Schotman’s yard in The Netherlands. Therefore the Tenderline boats 

are a 100% Dutch made quality product. 





Family business

Personal contact

Schotman Maritime is a family business, personal contact with customers is highly 

valued . Tenderline vessels are characterised by the rare combinations of hand-built 

craftsmanship and innovative design. The Tenderline series ranges from the compact 

Rascal and Youngster to the sturdy G7, the rugged RIB and the Proline vessels for pro-

fessional boating. Top of the range is the elegant Tenderline Gentleman 34.





The Gentleman 34 top of the 
range elegance

Multifunctional Runabout

This 34-foot tender has a sleek and fast hull with excellent manoeuvrability at both 

high and low speeds. It’s an owner’s tender; not only capable of transporting guests 

quickly and comfortably, but also built for pleasure cruising and fun with family and 

friends. 





New way of Relaxing  with all of 
your friends

The essence of Tenderline

This runabout combines the cosy atmosphere of a launch with the velocity of a 

speedboat and the comfort of a weekend cruiser. Waterskiing, wakeboarding, 

relaxing with friends on a cocktail  cruise, a weekend trip for two: this all-rounder 

offers it all. The tender is packed with clever details and, despite its classic appea-

rance, maintenance is kept to an absolute minimum. Stylish and relaxed boating 

this is the essence of the Tenderline experience.  





Translating innovation into boating 
enjoyment

The  elegant, modern Gentleman  has classic lines, without being retro. It can com-

fortably seat 11 people and features a central outdoor galley table unit with a unique 

design. The cabin offers a toilet facility and a seating area with a table that can be ea-

sily transformed into a double bed. This makes the Gentleman perfect for a romantic 

weekend or  an overnight  stay  in the next bay. You might also moor up at a pretty 

village and go for a ride on the two aluminium folding bikes, which are stored in their 

own compartment.





Transform the Gentleman in 
your own Club

Control your mood

The Gentleman is equipped with the latest technologies including dimmable RGB-

controlled lighting that is completely programmable via i-pad or tablet. The same 

goes for the nine-speaker audio system, which can transform the boat into a floating 

club should you so desire. Built from the highest quality materials, the Gentleman 34 

stands for low maintenance and carefree boating pleasure.



Mercury Racing 

1100HP Gasoline

Yanmar 8LV 

370HP Diesel

Or



Semi-Custom Boatbuilding
Your imagination is our creation

The Gentleman 34 is a semi-custom boat almost every option is possible. Our vision 

is to create a client specific boat, which fulfils all of your dreams. Please do not hesi-

tate to contact us to find out how your ideal boat will look like.

Specifications

Length: 10,30m (34ft)

Width: 2,98m 

Draft: 0,98m

Height above water: 1,80m

Height from keel: 2,30m

Displacement: 4,5t

Engine power max: 1100hp

Material: aluminium 5083 H11



Yvo Schotman (owner)
Noorderuitweg 48, 
1608 EB  Wijdenes
The Netherlands

 
M: +31 (0)6 14 39 44 12 
E:     info@tenderline.nl
W:   www.tenderline.nl


